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Language:
1. ___________ he understand what you were talking about?
a. Could

b. Cans

c. Coulded

d. could’ve

c. willing

d. would’ve

2. If I have time, I ___________do it.
a. will

b. would

3. Mrs Adams was ___________ breakfast at 6 o'clock yesterday morning.
a. hasing

b. had

c. have

d. having

4. Tom wasn't reading a book. He ___________ the dog.
a. was feeding

b. fed

c. was fed

d. feeding

5. ___________Ben was doing his homework, he got a text message from his friend.
a. When

b. While

c. However

d. If

Mathematics:
1. In a right triangle, the side opposite the right angle is known as the __________.
a. base

b. hypotenuse

c. legs

d. arms

2. In a right triangle, the two shorter sides are known as __________.
a. arms

b hypotenuse

c. base

d. legs

3. In the equation c2 = a2 + b2 , c is the __________ of a right triangle.
a. base

b. hypotenuse

c. legs

d. arms

4. John bought three pencils for 24 baht. Mary bought 5 pencils for 42 baht.
Who bought the cheaper pencils?
a. John

b. Mary

c. None of them

d. The two of them

5. Which of the following decimals is the equivalent of the fraction 5/2?
a. 2.3

b. 1.3

c. 1.7

d. 2.1
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Science:
1. An element is a pure substance in which there are how many kinds of atoms?
a. two kinds of atoms

c. four kinds of atoms

b. three kinds of atoms

d. one kind of atom

2. Which one is a compound?
a. Water

b. Hydrogen

c. Helium

d. Carbon

3. The symbol of Magnesium is___________.
a. Mn

b. Mg

c. Hg

d. M

4. It is the component of an atom that is positively charged.
a. proton

b. electron

c. neutron

d. element

5. What does the atomic number of an atom represent?
a. Protons and electrons

c. Protons and neutrons

c. Neutrons and electrons

d. Electrons and elements

Health Education:
1. What does “physical health” mean?
a. The state of a healthy mind.

b. The state of having a healthy body.

c. The state of being sensitive.

d. The state of being stressful.

2. Which of the following is a characteristic of a good mental health?
a. Able to control emotions

b. Sleeps normally

c. Flexible movement

d. Strong immune system

3. What does “A sound mind in a sound body” mean?
a. the balance of physical health
b. the relationship of mental health
c. the relationship of physical and mental health
d. the sound of your heart beat
4. What ailments could you have if your health is poor?
a. free from illness

b. headache

c. rest normally

d. forgiveness

5. What should we do to have a balance of physical and mental health?
a. always play games

b. always being angry

c. eat more junk food

d. control our emotions
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